Gothic Novel & Horror Fiction
Presentation Schedule

Mary Shelley, *Frankenstein*
Grace Woodward
Vanessa Pinheiro
Steven Passaglia
Laura Montufar (assigned)

John Polidori, *The Vampyre*
Robin Rogers
Sam Dwyer (assigned)
Kenneth Gustafson (assigned)

Bram Stoker, *Dracula*
Kristen Chapman
Ricky Ng
Kelly Leist
Claudia H. Estrada

Vernon Lee, *Hauntings*
Marissa Wolden
Matthew Won
Michael Kent (assigned)

Samuel Beckett, *Ill Seen Ill Said*
Robert Asche
Katrina Swanson
Michelle Mogannam (assigned)

Stephen King, *The Shining*
Morgan MacDonald
Priscilla Corral
Mitchell Gehring
Emily Bittner

R.L. Stevenson, *Dr. Jekyll & Mr. Hyde*
Jennifer Page
Michael Claus
Brianna Roa

B.E. Ellis, *American Psycho*
Tushar Deshpande
Jenny Press
Arianna Milton